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Welcome to another quality game from EVRYWARE. Joe Gargiulo's

SPACE ODYSSEY I is a fast action 3-Dimensional simulation that puts
you in the cockpit of the Atlantis on an exploratory mission into the

BACKGROUND

acceleration, enables a spacecraft to travel great distances in what

are charting new areas of the galaxy at this very moment. -

The Orion cluster, on the edge of the Milky Way, re~ains a
mystery. The last explorer to go near the area, Fearless Frank,
transmitted his last message in 2a28. Needless to say few ships have
gone near the area since. Your reputation as a daring spacetrotter

SPACE ODYSSEY.

Forseeing the possibility of danger, you launched a number of
unmanned data collecting probes into Orion last year. They have been
there several months now collecting valuable data. The explorer ship

explore as much of Orion as possible.

PILOTS GUIDE

assure a safe journey, familiarize yourself with the equipment and



KEYPAD - The keypad controls a set of eight
thrusters to maneuver the Atlantis.
The ship can be maneuvered in eight
directions, with the '5' key provi-
ding balancing thrust to stop the
ship.
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levels. The 
thrust one level. Your warp factor
is displayed on the bottom right
of your screen.

Keypad- The 'WI

used to get you in and out of the Orion cluster in a matter
of seconds. For example, your mission starts with the
Atlantis in a safety area outside the Orion cluster. After
exploring part of Orion you may get in trouble and wish to
hyperwarp back to the saftey area. When you are ready to

point you last explored. Note: hyperwarp uses extra fuel

CONTROLS

fl - 
When 'f1' is pressed the mission status, including your
score, is displayed on the ship's front view screen. The
view screen covers the front window so you should only view
your status in a safe area of space. Type 'fl' again to turnthe status off. '

f2 - 

f3 - The FETCH key activates the tractor beam so you can fetch
objects that are within range and bring them aboard the
ship. FETCH is used primarily to retrieve the data probes

object, center
it in your sites and press 'f3'. The object must be within
ran'3e (close to the ship) to fetch it.

f4 - The JETTISON key is used to eject objects which you have

by pressing 'f4' then picking the number of the object you

thelocated next to the keypad) is used to abortDELETE - Delete
mission
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NAVIGATION AIDS

HEADING GAUGE

The heading gauge is probably your most important instrument. The
flight computer always locks the heading gauge on the nearest probe

lined up so the cross hairs form a 

heading you will progress toward the nearest probe, and progress
deeper into the Orion cluster. If you go off heading (cross hairs notin a " + ") you are steering the Atlantis off cource. If you go too

maintain your heading.

the heading gauge drift off slightly at times
This is merely the flight computer readjusting as the probe moves.

DEEP SPACE 

Another important instrument is the
deep space scanner. The scanner shows you
how far an object is from the front of

represents the front of the Atlantis.Objects in space are shown as a " -". If

scanner, that obJect is about to hit your
as 

object that hits the shield decreases the
an

it or vaporizing it with your gamma ray.

front of
Atlantis

"\ above

probe
+

object far
from ship--

Notice that the scanner detects objects

front of you. Be careful. If a blip is at
the very top (or bottom) of the scanner
there is something above (or below) the
ship even though you can't see it.

object about
to hit shield

Deep Space Scanner

SHIELD ENERGY GAUGE

The Atlantis is equipped with an invisible force shield that
protects you from the hazards of space flight. The snield uses energy

FUEL GAUGE
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NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

This is the readout of your central flight computer. Messages

contain valuable information to assist you on your mission.

NEAREST PROBE READOUT

corning closer to the probe and the distance readout decreases.

Your mission starts with the Atlantis in a safe area of space
outside the Orion cluster. You should try the ship controls to become
familiar with your gamma ray, warp, status, etc. While in the safety

locked on the nearest probe.

To fetch a probe, decrease your warp to 1 when you are less than
Ie parsecs from the probe. Keep the ship on heading until the
distance decreases to 0. Now the probe is within one parsec so itwill appear on the scanner as a little .. + ". Vaporize anything that
is close to the ship so it doesn't hit your shield while the tractor
beam is activated. When the probe is within range, line it up in your

Points are awarded for the distance traveled, the number of

to determine your score.

(t of probes retrieved)
- 5 X (fuel used)Xylons destroyed)

+

on disK) are displayed with the mission status. If you beat the
record score you can enter your name after you finish the mission. The

message is displayed.
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ASTRONOMY GLOSSARY

Asteroid - Small rocky celestial body, typically with a dia~.eter
less than one mile. Asteroid belts are known to exist
in the Orion cluster.

Black Hole - Result of a gravitational collapse of a star. It is
believed that no matter or even light can escape the
gravitational force of a black hole. Fearless F'rank's
last transmission stated that he was able to escape a

black hole but the message was interrupted before he

said how.

- The most energetic form of electromagnetic
radiation.

it's path.
Gravitational

Force to their masses. The latest theory suggests that a
powerful explosion can temporarily disrupt a gravita-
tional force.

Hyperwarp
- Means of travel through space whereby an

transformed into plasma during travel then
back when it reaches it's destination.

obJect is
transformed

Magnetic Force - Magnetic lines of force that attracts a body.

Milky Way - The spiral galaxy which contalns our solar system

Orion Cluster

Parsec - The distance light travels in a
vacuum in 3.26 years.

Space Mines - Powerful magnetic mines that were left over from the
Third Galactic War (2018-2021). They are ,still active

area.

White Hole the- Opposite of a black hole. 
matter and light which was absorbed by a black hole.

Xylons - Hostile group of territory hungry barbarians.
have been seen in a l~los t eve ry a rea of the
Xylons will attack anything that moves.

They
galaxy.

SPACE I

SPACE ODYSSEY I is on a dual format disk (HDOS - CP/M). 
use this disk to play SPACr; ODYSSEY 
the disk. First you should copy, onecopy, or pip all of the ODYSSr;y
files to one of your bootable disks. You can now start your missionby typing " 
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AUTOPILOT

autopilot the Atlantis navigates through the Orion cluster until it

Atlantis automatically goes into autopilot several minutes after the
It New Mission? ff message is displayed.

19.2K BAUD TERMINAL

SPACE ODYSSEY I uses a special technique to im~rove speed in
HDOS. Because of this, it is not guaranteed to work in HDOS with a
19.2K baud terminal or a 4 MHz CPU (non-stanaara contlguratlon). If

software switch to 96~~ baud uslng the following steps:

1. Reset the system.

" type spaces to determine baud rate .\.

3. Type .0 B <c r> 1\

6. Go oftline

8. Go online

with 9500 baud and you can play SPACE ODYSSEY I.

CONCLUSION

SPACE ODYSSEY I is sold for use on your computer only. If you
enjoy ODYSSEY please don't copy it for your friends. We try to
produce high 
hundreds of copies just to break even. Every tlme you give a co~y

away, you are bringing us closer to switching to another type of.
computer that can give us more sales. Support us and we'll support Y'ou.

EVAYWAAE. PO. BOX 60802. SUNNYVALE. CA 94088

SPACE ODYSSEY I has been designed to offer you a challenge

progressing through Orion easier than it would at first appear. Some
of these methods have been hinted at throughout this manual. It's up


